=tn=ace120viewscale100===20=OPS_Drathlai says:=20
==CO: =Captain, I am receiving strange energy readings from the anomaly… ::checks his sensors quickly for any abnormalities::
===CSO_Storal says:=20
==CO: Confirmed Captain … I believe it may be…
==CTO_Lu says:=20
==CO: Captain, a vessel is emerging … Intrepid Class.
==FCO_Turnbull says:=20
==CO/XO: That vessel is on a collision course, Captain … impact in 8 =seconds.
==XO_Valrek says:=20
==::stands:: *All Hands*: Brace for impact…=20
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:=20
===FCO: Evasive maneuvers … hard to port. ::grabs the arms of her chair:: FCO: Can we go to warp to avoid them?
===CSO_Storal says:=20
==CO: We're too close to the anomaly for warp, Captain…
==Host Jafo says:
==ACTION: =Suddenly, out of nowhere, another ship comes flying out of the anomaly =on a collision course.  At only 8,000 kilometers the other ship, an Intrepid Class vessel, strikes the Apache who =has no chance to avoid it.
===Host Jafo says:
==ACTION: There is a horrific explosion as both ships warp cores breach =and swirling masses of metal fragments go off in all directions. Shortly =the area becomes quiet again with metal fragments everywhere...
===20-------------------------------------------------------------------------=---------------------------------------------
Host Jafo says:
=Star Trek: Apache – Episode =#7=20
Week # 2
Mission: “The Peacekeepers”
=20
==Host Jafo says:
==The USS =Apache was to rendezvous with a convoy of medical and supply ships, =bound for Cardassia Space. However, they had been diverted to investigate an anomaly that lies in =the path of the convoy. No reports have been received since the Apache =has diverted its course. Concern about the Apache's situation is =beginning to grow.
===20
==Host Jafo says:
===Meanwhile, the convoy has left Starbase 275, with hopes that they will =meet the Apache along the way.
=20
===Host Jafo says:
==<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 2 >>>>>>>>>>
==XO_Valrek says:=20
===::stands in Fort Apache, staring out the window, into the stars passing =by::=20
===TO_Lowell says:=20
==::in holodeck practicing with his Assault Rifle::
==OPS_Drathlai says:=20
==::At OPS monitoring communiqué::
==CSO_Storal says:=20
==:: At Science One monitoring sensors::
==SO_Yeung says:=20
==::in Stellar Cartography, mapping space::
==CMO_Naegle says:=20
==::moving stuff from counseling office to Sickbay::
==CEO_Toros says:=20
==:: in Main Engineering over a master systems display ::
==CTO_Lu says:=20
==::walks onto the bridge::
==SEC_Abbott says:=20
==::at her security post ... preparing her roster for the next couple of =days::
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:=20
==::on the bridge looking over the recent reports::
==CIV_MacKenzie says:=20
==:: In quarters about to leave after having a discussion with Teddy :: =Teddy: you're impossible
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::On the bridge at Flight Control::
==CEO_Toros says:
=:: =watches over a systems display for the impulse reaction chambers ::
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::checks the security details for the sector she is on::
==TO_Naug says:
==@::on the USS Nova searching for the USS Apache::
==TO_Lowell says:
==::obliterates his target with multiple three-round bursts::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::has this strange sense of de ja vu::
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: =leaves quarters:: self: I need to locate the XO, it will be nice to talk =to a normal living being.
==MO_Powers says:
==::Tries yet again to get into sickbay to Work::
==XO_Valrek says:
==::Looks out at the passing stars from Fort Apache::
==OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO: = Sir, nothing from the fleet yet...
==CTO_Lu says:
==::walks over to his console::
==CSO_Storal says:
==::makes adjustments to Long-range sensors::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::Shakes his head and concentrates on Navigational Scans::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==Torres:  Thanks Jeff for helping me move . . .wait, did we have this =discussion before?
==CEO_Toros says:
=:: =walks around feeling he's been here done this before, then dismisses it =as a flashback ::=20
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: What are your orders sir
==SO_Yeung says:
==::continues monitoring data, leaning in his chair::
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::goes about her rounds::
==CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::looks up from the reports from gamma shift:: OPS: Understood Mr. =Drathlai.
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: any readings on the apache?
==CTO_Lu says:
==::hmm this feels quiet familiar, de ja vu? nah::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::feels a strange sense of de ja vu::
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==Computer: location of XO Valrek?
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: none that I can detect sir
==TO_Lowell says:
==::gets a curious sense that he has hit this target in the exact same =places before...::
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::lightly singing to himself::  CTO:  Good morning, sir...
==CTO_Lu says:
==::gets the recent intelligence from sb275::
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: =mouths the words Fort Apache::
==CTO_Lu says:
==OPS: Hello Mr. Drathlai.
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: continue monitoring sensors as we near their last =coordinates
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==~~~~CO: We are on course, beloved. How are you feeling?~~~~
==MO_Powers says:
==::walks into sickbay and towards CMO Naegle::
==Host Jafo says:
==ACTION: Absolutely nothing goes wrong.
==CEO_Toros says:
=:: =finishes up what he's doing and walks out of engineering and casually =down the corridors towards the turbolift feeling his back aching all the =way ::
==CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==CSO: What are you reading on the convoy?
==CMO_Naegle says:
==<Torres>  CMO: I'm not sure we've had this discussion before, Doctor.  =But I do get the feeling we've done this before.
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: aye sir   ::continues scan the area::
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::feeling a little hungry and heads for Fort Apache::
==CTO_Lu says:
==::looks over the route of the convoy and looks for areas of possible =ambushes::
==CSO_Storal says:
=CO: =The convoy is proceeding without incident Sir
==CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==~~~~FCO: I'm a little light headed, but I'll be fine ~~~~
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@SCI: any reading on the anomaly the Apache reported?
==CEO_Toros says:
=:: =enters the TL and shouts out :: TL: Sickbay.
==SO_Yeung says:
==::looks curiously at the mapping information::
==MO_Powers says:
==CMO: sir I would like to start my shift now. Is that OK?
==TO_Naug says:
==@self: were could it have gone
==TO_Lowell says:
==::Finishes in the holodeck and returns to his quarters::
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==<Wregget>  ::walks over to OPS::  OPS:  Sir, here is this hours report, =it is very through, I think I did a great job...
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==~~~~CO: Perhaps you should rest. I can take her in to base.~~~~
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::looks up and sees MO Powers:: MO:  John!  Maybe you can help me.  Jeff =here ::motions to Torres:: thinks we've had our conversations before.
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==<Computer> *CIV* : Commander Valrek is in Fort Apache :: feels a cold =shudder::
==SO_Yeung says:
==Self: Strange...I thought we passed through here already...
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CO_Tyler-Turnbull: Sir, we are 10 Minutes =away from the anomaly.
==CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==~~~~FCO: No, I'll be fine ~~~~
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==Wregget:  Okay, Mr. Wregget... thank you... ::starts reading PADD::  =what the... Wregget, are you sure this is a new report?
==TO_Lowell says:
==::places his rifle in its rack and heads out the door to the TL::
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: walks off the TL and into the corridors just outside sickbay ::
==CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::nods:: FCO: Understood commander
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==<Wregget>  OPS: Yes sir, I just finished writing it, took me exactly =three minutes twenty-two seconds... ::looks confused::
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@<SCI> no sir... approaching vectors ... reading minor =anomalous readings ... could be a cloaked ship sir?
==TO_Naug says:
==@::going to long-range scan::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CSO : What do scans show of the area, Mister Storal?
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TAC: red alert as we move in on location
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==Wregget:  Hmm, okay... this looks REAL familiar...
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==::hesitantly:: self: Fort Apache it is then :: heads to the TL ::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==MO:  I've had to treat Ensign Jamison for some kind of nightmares.
==XO_Valrek says:
==::thinks the stars seem oddly familiar, but dismisses it::
==MO_Powers says:
==CMO: I don't think we have had this conversation before but we have done =something similar.
==TO_Lowell says:
==::waits for TL to arrive::
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::enters Fort Apache and heads for the counter::
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: aye sir going to red alert
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: keep and extra alert on those scans Lieutenant!
==Host Adm_VanCord says:
==ACTION: Crazy Horse and Agamemnon are picked up on tactical =sensors heading for their respective anomalies.
==CTO_Lu says:
==::runs a few scans looking for hostile ships::
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::stands quickly::  FCO: You have the bridge ::walks toward =the ready room::
==TO_Lowell says:
==::TL arrives and he steps in :: Comp: Deck One
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::notes the MO's response::  MO:  I'm glad I'm not crazy.
==TO_Naug says:
==@::keeping an eye on the sensor scans::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::has the creeps ... he can anticipate the next set of events about a =second into the future, and sees her going to faint::
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::reads PADD saying all the words outloud before he reads them::  Self:  =now that's weird...
==CSO_Storal says:
==FCO: Picking up the anomaly ... Its spatial
==SO_Yeung says:
==::checks sensor logs to see if we have already passed through this =space::
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: enters sickbay :: CMO: Is the Doctor in?
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO*: prepare a class 1 probe and have it ready for launch
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==:: arrives at Fort Apache and looks directly at the XO:: self: now or =never :: walks over to the XO:: :: this is so odd, it isn't as though we =meet her regularly :: XO: Good morning Sir.
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::wonders why she gets the feeling she should go to the bridge::
==TO_Lowell says:
==::Enters the bridge::
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::feels a wave of dizziness as she walks off the command =deck... then everything goes black::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==CEO:  Yes, Toros!  Hi.
==SO_Yeung says:
==*CSO*: Yes, sir.
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: anything?
==CEO_Toros says:
==CMO: Hey Janet! How are things with you in sickbay?
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::rises to take the command chair:: CO: Acknowledged...::walks toward =the command chair thinking she faints now::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==CEO:  Have we talked today?
==XO_Valrek says:
==::Turns:: CIV: Good Morning.
==Host Adm_VanCord says:
==ACTION: The Science Vessel picks up odd power readings and =electrical activity within the spatial anomaly.
==SO_Yeung says:
==::begins programming the probe for its mission::
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@SCI: continue with your scans too....
==CTO_Lu says:
==::looks over and sees the Capt. faint::
==Host Adm_VanCord says:
==ACTION: The probe controls refuse to respond to Yeung's =inputs.
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::rushes to his wife and catches her as she falls::
==CEO_Toros says:
==CMO: No ... I think so care to examine me?  I'm not feeling too good.
==TO_Lowell says:
==::walks to Tactical console:: CTO: Please, sir can I have some more? =Wait a second haven’t I said this before?
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::orders whatever is on the menu and takes a seat near the window::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==CEO:  Things are good.
==CTO_Lu says:
==::gets a really strange feeling that this happened before::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==*CMO*: Doctor Naegle to the bridge! Medical emergency!
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: I’m detecting odd power readings
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==XO: I hope I'm not disturbing you? :: Has a strange feeling we've been =here before::
==CTO_Lu says:
==TO: Argg.. Uh I think you have.. can't figure out when though.
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::eyes flutter open and tries to sit up:: FCO:  I'll be ok
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: Identify
==CSO_Storal says:
==::does a double take on the sensor grid::
==TO_Lowell says:
==::Is shocked at the Fainting CO:: No one: I have a bad feeling about =this....
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::thinks to herself:: Self: It is strange yet these stars seem familiar =to me.....
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: walks over to a bio bed very slowly before hearing the comm and =picking up a medical kit :: CMO: Shall we?
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::has a weird urge to check power readings in the science labs and does =so::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::gets tricorder and sits down on a bio-bed, hears COMM:: Never mind, I =need to get to the bridge::
==SO_Yeung says:
==::looks at the probe annoyingly:: Self: Again....? Didn't happen to =another probe before...?
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: Not at all. How can I help you?
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CSO: Acknowledged, Mister Storal. Spatial...what about temporal? Scan =for chronotron particles.::
==SO_Yeung says:
==::tries re-entering commands into probe::
==Host Adm_VanCord says:
==ACTION: The commands to the probe again result in =nothingness.
==CEO_Toros says:
==CMO: Didn't we already do this?
==CMO_Naegle says:
==*FCO*: On my way, sir!
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: walks out of sickbay and hits the TL request button ::
==CSO_Storal says:
==FCO: negative sir. But as soon as the probe is launched we'll know more
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: have you identified yet??
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::cradles his wife in his arms::
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::stops eating half way through her meal feeling a sick turn on her =stomach::
==Host Adm_VanCord says:
==ACTION: Apache approaches the anomaly and closes on the =sector of space on a direct line towards it.
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::tries to stand:: FCO:  I just need to rest
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: it’s coming from spatial anomaly but nothing else
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::runs after Toros:: CEO:  I was thinking the same thing.  What's going =on Toros?
==SO_Yeung says:
==::taps his fingers on the table irritably:: Computer: Perform a level 1 =diagnostic on this probe.
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::heads for the TL:: TL: Sickbay
==CTO_Lu says:
==FCO: I suggest yellow alert.
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==XO: We will be arriving at the anomaly shortly; do you have any orders =for me?
==TO_Lowell says:
==XO: Sir, I think something is seriously wrong here
==CEO_Toros says:
==CMO: I don't know, are we all going nuts? :: hits the request button =again ::
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::sees no problems and sighs relieved::
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: but nothing else? Can you identify the readings.? What =kind?
==CSO_Storal says:
==FCO/XO/CO: Sir I suggest we launch a warning buoy... ::whispers wait a =minute::
==Host Computer says:
==*SO*: Unable to comply.
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::can't quite remember...:: Helm: Helm! Change our approach to the =anomaly to an oblique angle and cut power to the warp drive. Stand by =for evasive!
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: No I have no orders. But maybe we should talk about what is ahead =for us.
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: The Apache comes grinding to relative stop as the =warp drive goes offline...
==SO_Yeung says:
==::raises eyebrow:: Computer: Unable to comply? Why?
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==FCO: S'Toran, I just need to rest.  I'll be fine ::tries =again to stand.
==CTO_Lu says:
==FCO: should I raise the shields??
==TO_Lowell says:
==::hangs on to the console as the Apache Lurches from the FCO's orders =come into play::
==CSO_Storal says:
==::looks up  from the grid:: FCO: Sir?
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: SO Yeung's panel goes black ... so do the lights in =Stellar Cartography.
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: I’m also getting electrical readings too.  Having trouble =identifying them.
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==<FCO_V`Taran> FCO: Aye! Heading now 234 mark 6 at 1/4 impulse and moving =away from anomaly at 14 km/sec.
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==XO: Here or in the conference lounge, sir?
==SO_Yeung says:
==Self: Uh oh...
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: continue working on it....=20
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::wonders why he issued those orders::
==SO_Yeung says:
==Computer: Lights!
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: falls to the side a bit and enters the TL ::
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@To: check for any signatures
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: That's strange. I was just going to suggest the conference lounge.
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: nods to the MCPO as she gets off ::
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::sees the CEO and nods:: CEO: We meet again, Sir.....::stomach churns::
==Host Computer says:
==*SO*: Unable to comply.
==TO_Lowell says:
==FCO: Sir, I think we should reverse course!
==XO_Valrek says:
==::motions to CIV to lead the way::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==CEO:  I'm not sure, you know I'm not the counselor anymore ::Grins::
==SO_Yeung says:
==*CSO*: Sir, I'm having problems in Stellar Cartography. The lights went =out, and the computer will not respond.
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: aye sir  :: scanning for any signatures from the anomaly
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: Scurrying sounds are heard around Ensign Yeung.
==CTO_Lu says:
==Turnbull: Sir, should I raise the shields??
==SO_Yeung says:
==::gets up quickly and tries to head for the door::
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::stops inside the Sickbay doors and empties the contents of her stomach =on the floor::
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==XO: I'm not sure why I suggested it Sir. I just had a feeling that was =where you wanted to continue this conversation.
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO*: Do you need assistance
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==TAC: Go to Yellow alert. Helm: Move us Z plus 10,000 kilometers !
==CEO_Toros says:
==SEC: Yes we do.  :: smiles :: TL: Bridge! CMO: I just might be =forgetting, I didn't know you were Chief MO, Congratulations. :: smiles =wryly remembering saying that ::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CTO : A wise precaution, mister Lu.
==MO_Powers says:
==::looks in medical references for any evidence of a case like this has =ever occurred before::
==CTO_Lu says:
==::raises shields..::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::enters Turbolift with CEO::
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: Images and swirling lights begin to play around the =SO and Cervantes ... while they can feel creatures crawling on there =feet. The door will not open for him.
==CTO_Lu says:
==FCO: Shields up, yellow alert, sir
==SO_Yeung says:
==*CSO*: Aye, I think someone from engineering should come down here, not =Ens. Cervantes.
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: Well, That is where we need to be. ::leaves Fort Apache::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CSO: What is that thing, Kylorean?
=Host Computer says:
=ACTION: The Apache rocks as if hit by phaser fire as the =shields are raised ... it skews to one side and shudders to a stop =again.
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: hears the yellow alert klaxons blare inside the TL and is anxious to =run out, knowing this had not happened before. ::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::surprised at his own level of anxiety::
==SO_Yeung says:
==::mutters under his breath and wonders why he mentioned Cervantes::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==<Jamison>  Dr. Naegle? Dr. Powers?  Dr. Karl?  Can someone help me?
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: Yellow alert quickly changes to red automatically.
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==:: Starts to feel very uneasy:: XO: Yes Sir
==TO_Lowell says:
==::falls to the deck as the Apache lurches out from under him::
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::scans incoming and outgoing messages from the Anomaly, confused =because it seems so familiar::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::exits turbolift and goes to Captain's ready room::
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::sees the nurse come running up to her...helping her to a bio-bed::
==SO_Yeung says:
==::grabs a tricorder and begins scanning the lights::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==HELM: EVASIVE NOW!
==TO_Lowell says:
==::hears the Red Alert klaxon::
==CTO_Lu says:
==::scans to see who fired.::
==CSO_Storal says:
==FCO: Sir!
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: having trouble getting anything just strange shifts in the spatial =currents=20
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::listens to the activity around her::=20
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: exits the turbolift and hands the CMO her med-kit going to the bridge =engineering bay :: All: What's going on? :: brings up a master systems =display.
==CEO_Toros says:
==::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CSO: Tell me, Mister Storal ... I'm all ears. ::grins at his own pun::
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: continue monitoring ... see if you can get  a fix on =anything
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: The images become clear to Yeung ... images of the =Apache ... another vessel ... the crew .... explosions ... the scurrying =sounds change to voices saying things like "Brace for impact" ... "Collisions Course" ...
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::Sees Captain::  Captain?  Are you all right? What happened?
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::lies on the bio-bed and gets injected with some antibiotics:: Self: =another dose and this still doesn't work.....
==CSO_Storal says:
==FCO: Sir are you referring to the anomaly?
==XO_Valrek says:
==::gets to the TL:: CIV: Do you have any ideas?
==SO_Yeung says:
==::opens his jaw in surprise::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CTO: What happened? Why are we at Red Alert? I didn't order it...
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::stares at the anomaly... thinking "oh, crap, oh, crap"::
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==CMO: I'm fine, I just had a dizzy spell.
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CSO: Indeed, I am. What is that thing?
==CTO_Lu says:
==FCO: automated protocol, we've been hit by a phaser.... sir look at the =viewscreen!!!!
==TO_Lowell says:
==FCO: It was automatic, Sir I think we should get out of here with all =reasonable haste!
==SEC_Abbott says:
==:;turns on her side as another dose of pain hits her::
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: I’ll try
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: gets a gut wrenching feeling in the pit of his stomach ::=20
==SO_Yeung says:
==::tries scanning for tachyon particles or a different quantum =signature::
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==XO: Just that it seems as though History is repeating itself :: pauses:: =:: this is so weird::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::scans captain, notes the results::  CO:  Have you been eating right =and getting enough rest?
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CMO : Take care of her. I am needed on the command deck. ::leaves his =wife gently to the doctor::
==CSO_Storal says:
==FCO: It’s a spatial anomaly … we should place a warning buoy =and notify the convoy..... Sir?
==XO_Valrek says:
==::enters the TL and holds the door for CIV::
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: Yeung's sensors detect a temporal displacement in =the space/time continuum.
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::nods:: CMO: I have been getting more rest than normal and =eating regularly
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: What is weird about history repeating itself?
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CSO : Make it happen, Mister Storal. Excellent Idea.
==CMO_Naegle says:
==FCO:  Aye sir.
==MO_Powers says:
==::walks over to SEC:: SEC:  what’s the problem here?
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@<SCI> Captain: Captain … sensors detecting a faint =rhythmic current of energy running through the anomaly
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: Do you confirm?
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CTO : What does Tactical scan show of the surrounding area, Mister Lu?
==CSO_Storal says:
==::deploys the buoy:: OPS: notify the convoy of the anomaly
==SO_Yeung says:
==Self: Oh boy...temporal displacement.... *CSO*: Sir, we've got a =temporal displacement in Stellar Cartography!
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: doesn't know what is going on so he just plops down and reads the =diagnostic results coming from the automated systems ::
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: Yes, sir.  SCI: Let’s get our sensors tied together.
==CMO_Naegle says:
==CO:  Captain, I don't know why but I think I can say that you just stood =up too fast.
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::looks up at him:: MO: You're nurse was treating me for a stomach =illness....but I don't think it has done very much.....
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==:: enters TL:: It's just that, well Sir. I have this feeling that we =have had this conversation before. :: tries to smile::
==SO_Yeung says:
==*CSO*: I'm seeing images of another ship crashing into the Apache!
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO*: What? Explain?
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: coordinate with SCI and get a clearer reading of the =readings... ::thinks::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==<Jamison>  Dr. Powers?  Dr. Karl?
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: The lights in Stellar Cartography come back up, the =images fade, and the sounds die away.  There is no one but Cervantes and =Yeung in the room.
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==CSO:  Yes sir... COMM:  Convoy:  All Federation ships, at this current =position exists a space-time anomaly... we are dealing with it; we =suggest you maneuver around it...
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==Helm: Move off from the anomaly to 200,000 kilometers. ::overhears the =SCI conversation::
==MO_Powers says:
==Nurse: will you deal with the one who just came in?
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: That could be a strange feeling. I had that feeling in Fort Apache =just before you arrived
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::sits up further:: CMO: That was a quick diagnosis....  I =think you are right though.
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::looks back at the anomaly, thinking he needs to do something::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==<FCO_V`Taran> FCO: Aye, Commander.
==TO_Lowell says:
==::heads snaps around to the SO's voice::
==MO_Powers says:
==SEC: when did you start feeling pains :: ::looks for a painkiller and =something to heal the stomach::
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::urges again, emptying what was left in her stomach on the MO's shoes::
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: hears the CSO and SO over the comm and is mortified :: FCO: Orders? =Sir?
==CSO_Storal says:
==FCO/XO/CO/: Sir, SO Yeung reports a temporal displacement in Stellar =Cartography.
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::scared to death, but still singing 'let the good times roll' by the =Cars::
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==XO: I feel like I know you don't want to talk about the history, but to =go straight to formulating some contingency plans.
==TO_Lowell says:
==Self: What did the SO just say???
==CMO_Naegle says:
==CO:  Just like I don't know why I should tell you to sit this mission =out and let Commander Valrek and Lt. Commander Turnbull handle the =negotiations.  Captain has this happened recently?
==SO_Yeung says:
==*CSO*: All of the light's went out, then images started to appear =showing what I said. I think it happened right when we approach the =anomaly.
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::surges again, emptying what was left in her stomach on the MO's =shoes::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CEO : Scan the Warp core for signs of temporal displacement.
==CEO_Toros says:
==FCO: Aye.
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: That would be a good idea. ::sees the doors open again::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::listens to the SO's account of events::
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO*: Acknowledged
==MO_Powers says:
==::gives SEC something for the pain and the stomach::
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: After you.
==SEC_Abbott says:
==MO: I am sorry sir ... I am afraid that could not be helped
==CEO_Toros says:
==*Ensign Gomery*: Use a tricorder to scan the warp core for temporal =displacement.
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: it maybe that the Apache went in the anomaly and we just can't read =them
==CSO_Storal says:
==::Scans the ship for temporal displacement::
==SO_Yeung says:
==*CSO*: I recommend we move far away from the anomaly, sir, until we =learn more about it.
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: Apache receives word that Task Force 64 has set =course for Cardassia and left Starbase 275.
==CEO_Toros says:
==<EO_Gomery> *CEO*: Aye sir. :: goes to scan the warp core :: Sir, Signs =of temporal displacement are certainly evident within the core.
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: can you send in a signal? Or tune your sensors to =their signature?
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::looks past the CMO toward the CSO:: CSO: Mr. Storal, has =he obtained any definite readings?
==MO_Powers says:
==SEC: That's OK. As long as it does not go through my shoes I’m =happy
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CTO/TO: Maintain red alert. Secure the ship under general order 22 =regarding temporal disturbance. We can't take any chances here.
==CEO_Toros says:
==FCO: Sir, there are definite signs of temporal displacement in the warp =core.
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO*: agreed. CO: no Sir ... but I do suggest that we put some distance =between us and the anomaly
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::nods at the MO weakly and lies down again....makes a promise to =herself never to eat cooked ground beef again::
==CTO_Lu says:
==FCO: Aye aye sir.
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==:: enters TL ::
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::still singing to himself, trying to analyze his choice in music at =this time::
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==CMO: If Mr. Yeung is right and we are being affected by =temporal displacement, then yes.. it could have
==MO_Powers says:
==SEC: Is that better?
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: That’s the problem the temporal displacement my be matching =there warp signature
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: works with his engineering equipment and personnel to find out the =causes of this ::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CEO/CSO: Coordinate your efforts. I need information, soonest.
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@To: can you send in a signal?
==SEC_Abbott says:
==MO: Somewhat ... I feel very weak...
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO*: Continue scanning the room:
==TO_Lowell says:
==*All Hands*: This is the Bridge; we are currently under a Regulation 157 =alert. Please report to your stations!
==CEO_Toros says:
==CSO: What information do you have Lieutenant?
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: A horrible creaking and gnashing is heard =throughout the Apache.
==XO_Valrek says:
==::follows CIV out of the TL::
==CSO_Storal says:
==FCO: Aye Sir...What was that
==TO_Lowell says:
==ALL: What the heck?
==SO_Yeung says:
==*CSO*: Aye, sir. ::walks to his console while scanning the room::
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==:: starts to fidget:: :: whispers:: self: something is not right here.  =:: exits TL::
==CTO_Lu says:
==*Withers*: Ensign have all the security teams on active, Have all teams =enforce the G.O 22.
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::hears the creaking and sits up abruptly::
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: Outside the Science Vessel sensors detect a =definite form of cloaking device .... but it seems organic.
==SO_Yeung says:
==::stops in his tracks and looks about the room scanning more intently::
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: winces from the pain and runs diagnostics on all systems :: *Main =Engineering*: All Engineering personnel report for duty.
==CMO_Naegle says:
==CO:  Good, Toros and I were thinking we might be crazy.  I'm glad we're not.  But just be careful and come down to =Sickbay when this is all over.  I need to measure you to see how you are =progressing.
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: All I can do is try. :: activating console to send out a signal =that the Apache my read::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==ALL: What the Heck is that? Helm: Get us out of here! OPS: Warn the =convoy!
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::stands slowly and walks toward the command deck:: CMO: =Please tell Lt. Commander Turnbull that there is no reason to worry.
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CMO: Is the CO fit for duty, Doctor?
==CMO_Naegle says:
==CO:  I will do so, Captain.
==XO_Valrek says:
==::enters conference room:: CIV: Take a seat
==MO_Powers says:
==SEC: just stay there and rest. This hypospray should help you get your =strength back. If it has not effect in 5 minutes then call me back over
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::suddenly feels a lot better and gets off the bio-bed straightening her =uniform::
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==FCO:  Yes sir... COMM: Convoy:  Alert, alert, alert... the anomaly is =definitely hazardous... avoid ... repeat anomaly is hazardous... USS =Apache in possible danger...
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: I’m detecting a cloaking device and this is strange it's =organic
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: Bulkheads on deck 8 begin blowing inward =explosively as the oxygen is sucked out of the area.  Stellar =Cartography is quickly compromised.
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==CMO: I'll check in with you after this situation is =resolved, Doctor.
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==FCO:  Deck 8 is compromised, sir...
==CEO_Toros says:
==FCO: Deck 8 Breech!
==MO_Powers says:
==SEC: I guess that means your fine
==SEC_Abbott says:
==MO: I am fine now Doctor ... thank you ... but I must see what that =sound was....
==TO_Lowell says:
==FCO: Hull Breach Deck 8!! Emergency Force fields in place and holding!
==SO_Yeung says:
==::falls on his back and gasps for air::
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: runs into the TL :: TL: Main Engineering.
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==OPS_Drathlai: Containment fields!
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==:: sits in chair :: XO: Where would you like to start?
==CMO_Naegle says:
==FCO:  She just stood up too fast.  Yes she's fit for duty, Commander.  =Just see to it that she gets plenty of rest.
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::erects forcefields::
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::hastily goes out the door and to the nearest console to do a systems =check::
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: Lets start by discussing possible problems we may come across
==SO_Yeung says:
==::scrambles to his feet and grabs Cervantes on his way out the door::
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::begins looking for best points to place structural integrity fields =and places them there::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CMO : Thank you Doctor. BRIDGE: Damage report!
==XO_Valrek says:
==::takes a seat::
==Host Computer says:
==ACTION: The emergency forcefields fall into place and seal =off deck 8.
==TO_Lowell says:
==FCO: Shall we go to Red alert?
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO*: REPORT!!
==CMO_Naegle says:
==FCO:  And make sure she comes to see me when the current crisis is over, =please, sir.
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: exits the TL and enters Main Engineering to gather a repair team and =heads off to deck 8 ::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CEO: Reinforce the Structural integrity of this vessel.
==CTO_Lu says:
==TO: Are you deaf and blind??:: Grins::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==TO: Mister Lowell, it may have escaped your erstwhile notice, but were =ARE at Red Alert.
==SO_Yeung says:
==::continues running to a TL:: *CSO*: ::gasp::...running...out...of =air...
==TO_Lowell says:
==CTO/FCO: Oh sorry sir... ::grins back::
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==OPS:  Order engineering crews to Deck 8!
==SO_Yeung says:
==*CSO*: ...heading towards TL with ... Cervantes.
==CEO_Toros says:
==*FCO*: Aye sir!  :: instructs the repair team to proceed and heads into =Main Engineering reinforcing the SIF with maximum amount of energy he =can ::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::goes off the bridge and enters turbolift::
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==:: distracted:: XO: Perhaps it would be a good idea to establish a plan =on how to deal with any pirates we may encounter?
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO*: Acknowledged.
==CMO_Naegle says:
==TL:  Sickbay
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CO: I will man the helm if that's where you need me.
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO*: are you injured?
==MO_Powers says:
==*CMO*: what's going on?
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==*CREW*:  Repair crew Gamma niner and Delta four, report to Deck 8, =immediately... portable environments are required...
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: I suspect that could be a problem, don't you? ::grins::
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::steps onto the command deck:: FCO: No, V'Taran is =handling the helm well. =20
==SO_Yeung says:
==::enters TL:: Computer: ::gasp:: Any deck but this one!
==CEO_Toros says:
==*Bridge*: Repair crew has already been dispatched.=20
==TO_Lowell says:
==FCO: I suggest we should beam everyone off deck 8 sir!
==CMO_Naegle says:
==*MO*: The captain had a fainting spell, I'm on my way back to sickbay.
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: have you been able to send a signal??
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==TO: Make it happen, Mister. And address the CO on the command Deck.
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==*CEO*:  Acknowledged, Sir...
==SO_Yeung says:
==*CSO*: Don't...think so...sir...maybe some...shock...
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: runs to a master systems display and reinforces the SIF with =emergency force fields and emergency power ::
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==::walks out of Calgary's quarters and heads towards the =nearest turbolift::
==MO_Powers says:
==*CMO*:I'll be waiting
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: I sent it out but know reply yet
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO*: Can you make it to sickbay?
==TO_Lowell says:
==FCO: Aye sir, ::Begins to beam people off deck 8::
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: I’m running it continuously
==SO_Yeung says:
==*CSO*: Cervantes and I are ....in a turbolift. We'll try to get there...
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: Go ahead then. What do you suggest?
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: adjust reflector dishes...
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==::ignores the people running this way and that around him::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CSO/CEO: Opinions, gentlemen. What are we up against, and how can we get =through it?
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::looks to the CSO:: CSO: Any new reports from Mr. Yeung?
==CMO_Naegle says:
==<Jamison>Nurse:  I'm hearing voices!
==TO_Lowell says:
==CO: Everyone is off Deck 8 sir
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: dispatches all available personnel to deck 8 with environmental suits =to repair the ship ::
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==ACTION: Again the horrible grinding of metal and gnashing =sounds can be heard ripping across the hull.
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==Wregget:  Hurry up and help me get life support back to Deck 8 and close =up some of these holes with fields...
==CTO_Lu says:
==::winces ::
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: leaves main engineering and heads into another TL :: TL: Bridge.
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==TO: Thank you Mr. Lowell.
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::exits turbolift  and enters Sickbay::
==CEO_Toros says:
==*FCO*: I'm on way sir, standby.
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::maintains a steady distance:: Self: Holy...
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::winces at the sound ripping through the ship::
==CSO_Storal says:
==*SO* acknowledged. CO: nothing yet, he and Ens Cervantes are en route to =sickbay
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: Aye, sir. ::adjusting the deflector to emit the signal stronger::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==MO:  Report, Mr. Powers!
==SO_Yeung says:
==Computer: Go to deck 9.
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CSO/CTO: Was that an impact?
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==<Wregget> OPS:  Mmm kay... I'm doing it, I'm doing it... you can't rush =perfection...
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==XO: Suggestions yes. Well it would be best I feel if :: distracted by =the red flashing lights:: we handed any pirates we encounter over to the =Cardassians.
==CTO_Lu says:
==Aloud: Looks like this ship is going to need a major detail when we get =back.
==TO_Lowell says:
==CTO: Sir I think we should try to recalibrate the Tactical sensors, it =might let us see our attacker.
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: enters the bridge :: All: Do we not have shields??? I cannot believe =that this ship is tearing itself apart!
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::hears the noises from the hull:: CSO: What do you think =could be the source of that sound?
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==ACTION: The signal from the Apache's deflector rips through =the disturbance from the anomaly and can be clearly received by the =Science Vessel.
==CTO_Lu says:
==FCO: Sir something is scrapping against our hull.
==CSO_Storal says:
==FCO: negative sir we are being affected by the anomaly
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==ACTION: A scream of agony can be heard throughout the =Apache ... a deep guttural roar of pain.
==MO_Powers says:
==CMO: we had SEC Abbot in here with a stomach pain and we have Jamison =complaining that he hears voices
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==CTO:  Can we tractor beam whatever is rubbing away from us?
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CTO/CSO: So what is that on the hull and how can I pilot us around it?
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: I disagree. The Cardassians have their hands full as it is. I think =we need to deal with them ourselves.
==SO_Yeung says:
==::exits TL and helps Cervantes and himself get to Sickbay::
==CSO_Storal says:
==::jumps in his seat::
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: screams at the top of his lungs :: All: What is happening to my =ship!!
==CSO_Storal says:
==::Scans the ship::
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==::Jumps from her seat:: XO: What was that?
==TO_Lowell says:
==CO: Sir, if we adjust the Tactical sensors to a temporal setting we =might be able to pick up something!
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: sir I’m getting something, a major disturbance in the =anomaly
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@<SCI>Captain picking up apache signal!   from the anomaly!
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::does a diagnostic to find the source of the loud sounds::
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
===20ACTION: The organic cloak fails and on the view screen of the science =vessel is briefly seen a towering creature 40 decks tall thrashing about =wildly with a body similar to an amphibian.
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: runs to the bridge engineering display and runs his standard =diagnostics :: CSO: Scan the immediate exterior of the ship, something =is chewing through us!
==XO_Valrek says:
==::looks around:: CIV: I don't know.
==CMO_Naegle says:
==MO:  Voices?  Jamison:  What kind of voices?
==SO_Yeung says:
==::enters wearily into Sickbay with Cervantes::
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@::gasp:: what the ?!!
==CSO_Storal says:
==CEO: acknowledged
==CEO_Toros says:
==CSO: Storal, This is an outside source.
==TO_Lowell says:
==CO: Permission to fire?
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==XO: What or whoever that was seems to be in great pain.
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::heads for the bridge::
==XO_Valrek says:
==*CO*: Sir, What is happening?
==CSO_Storal says:
==::scans the area outside the ship
==CMO_Naegle says:
==<Jamison> CMO: Just ... voices ... the crew ... in pain ... dying.
==XO_Valrek says:
==CIV: Agreed.
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::hits the reverse thrusters and moves at full reverse, emergency =power::
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==::walks into an unoccupied turbolift:: Computer: Deck 13...
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: it’s the Apache sir
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CEO: I need more power to the forward thrusters!
==CEO_Toros says:
==FCO: I can't give you any power; all auxiliary is going to Structural =Integrity!
==CSO_Storal says:
==All: there’s nothing on sensors
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==XO: Shouldn't we check it out. :: feels the pain increasing::
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: what was that?
==TO_Lowell says:
==::Adjusts Tactical sensors to a temporal frequency::
==CEO_Toros says:
==CSO: Double Check them, the USS Apache is not tearing herself apart!
==SO_Yeung says:
==CMO\MO: Any help? ::walks to a bio-bed with Cervantes::
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: lock in on that signal
==CMO_Naegle says:
==Jamison:  Take it easy, Ensign.  We might be going through a spatial =anomaly.
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==ACTION: On the Apache's viewscreen the anomaly and =surrounding space disappear ... to be replaced by the jaws, tongue, and =teeth of a huge beast.
==TO_Lowell says:
==ALL: Oh my god!!
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==::sees the viewscreen:: *SHIPWIDE*: All hands brace for emergency =maneuvers!
==CEO_Toros says:
:: sees the viewscreen :: Viewscreen: Get off my ship!!
XO_Valrek says:
==::doesn't get a response:: CIV: Yes, Let's both go to the bridge for =answers.
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==*XO*: The ship is being affected by the anomaly; Science is =attempting to discover the source.
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: aye sir locked on
==CSO_Storal says:
==::looks at the viewscreen and shouts::
==CTO_Lu says:
==::oh my god::
==TO_Lowell says:
==::looks at viewscreen:: ALL: Oh my GOD!! What IS that thing? A giant =salamander?
==XO_Valrek says:
==*CO*: Aye, Sir. I am on my way to the bridge
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: sees the viewscreen :: All: Someone shoot it!
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==All:  By the Gods!!
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==::heads to the bridge with the XO:: XO: Anomaly? When did that show up?
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==CSO/CTO:  Work together to determine the cause of those =noises.  We need answers now.
==CTO_Lu says:
==Aloud: What the he## is that.
==MO_Powers says:
==CMO: your choice. Yeung or Cervantes
==CSO_Storal says:
==CO: Aye. CTO: Anything Chief?
==XO_Valrek says:
==::heads to the bridge:: CIV: We will find out soon
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==ACTION: The jaws clench and the structural integrity field =around the bridge sparks and sends electrical arcs throughout deck one.
==CMO_Naegle says:
==SO:  Yes.  Can you tell us precisely what's going on?
==CEO_Toros says:
==CO: Captain, Look to your viewscreen!
==CTO_Lu says:
==CO: There’s your answer sir.
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: have you got a lock on that signal yet!!??
==TO_Lowell says:
==CO: Permission to fire???!
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: squeezes his eyes and shelters his head from the sparks ::
==XO_Valrek says:
==::grabs the doorway as he enters the bridge::
==OPS_Drathlai says:
==::falls to the ground dodging a bolt::
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==::stares at the viewscreen:: FCO/CSO/CTO: I think we have =our answer.  FCO:  Pilot us away from that creature
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CEO : It's as if something has a hold of us. what if we use the tractor =beam to repel instead of pull?
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: got the lock   ready to fire
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==::the turbolift stops on deck 13 and the Teddy strolls out =of it::
==SO_Yeung says:
==CMO: Well, we don't think we suffered any physical damage, but we were =on deck 8 when the air was suddenly blasted out.
==CTO_Lu says:
==::loads up quantum torpedoes::
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@TO: fire
==SEC_Abbott says:
==::drops to her knee and shields herself from the mini overhead =explosions::
==CEO_Toros says:
==FCO: It's possible, but it would take time, time we don't have!
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==TO: Fire
==TO_Naug says:
==@::firing phasers
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==ACTION: The science vessel lets loose with its phaser ... =but they have no affect.  The beast cringes and turns towards the Vessel =letting out a fierce scream of defiance.
==TO_Lowell says:
==::Fires Quantum torpedoes::
==CSO_Storal says:
==::scans the anomaly::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CEO : Then electrify the outer skin of the vessel and reverse polarity =on the shields! We have to try something!
==CTO_Lu says:
==::fires the quantum torpedoes::
==MO_Powers says:
==::grabs 2 oxygen masks and hands them to the patients::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==SO:  My goodness.  Well, Yeung, you can stay, we don't need both of you, =really.  Why don't you help with Jamison?
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==::the Teddy Bear strolls into Main Engineering and looks =around .... spots the m/arc chamber::
==XO_Valrek says:
==::Moves to his regular seat::
==TO_Naug says:
==@CO: the phaser had no effect and what ever it is it's coming for us
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: brings up a shield display and immediately depolarizes the hull and =polarizes it to deflect any metal alloy ::
==SO_Yeung says:
==::takes the mask and breathes into it::
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==ACTION: Quantum torpedoes lash out from the torpedo =launchers and go only a few thousand kilometers before embedding themselves deep in the =gums and jowls of the creature.  Their warheads explode.
==CIV_MacKenzie says:
==:: stands on the bridge :: self: what on earth is it?
==CEO_Toros says:
==<PO Graph> Teddy: What are you supposed to be? And what are you doing In =Engineering?
==CTO_Lu says:
==::loads up another volley of torpedoes::
==Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
==XO: Nothing seems to affect the creature?
==CTO_Lu says:
==::arms the phasers::
==XO_Valrek says:
==CO: Quite the anomaly you have here.
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==ACTION: From the Science Vessel the creature almost appears =to double in size briefly as its body swells.  Than in a terrific =explosion the beasts’=20 body rips apart innards swirling through space in vast pools of bodily =fluids.
==TO_Lowell says:
==ALL: All right!!! we got him!
==Host Capt_Starr says:
==@::watches the viewscreen and braces::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==XO : Sir, we are under evasive maneuvers and firing at a =hostile...presence.
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: sighs a sigh of relief and drops into his chair :: Self: Yes...
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==ACTION: The Apache's main power goes offline ... and the =helm is no longer responding as it begins to tilt on its Y-axis.
==CTO_Lu says:
==::fires the phasers using the emitters as a slicing effect::
==TO_Naug says:
==@::braces for impact::
==CSO_Storal says:
==::continues to scan the anomaly::
==FCO_Turnbull says:
==CIV: Calgary, I suggest finding a chair, this could be a bumpy ride.
==TO_Lowell says:
==::watches as the lights go dark::
==CMO_Naegle says:
==::starts falling as the ship lurches::
==CEO_Toros says:
==:: sits back up and looks at his diagnostic results :: Self: No! What's =this!
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==ACTION: The Apache's viewscreen shows the formation of a =rather oddly colored nebula...
==CSO_Storal says:
==::hits his hands on the console::
==SEC_Abbott says:
::grins and lets out a little growl of victory watching =the animal's innards disperse in space::
TO_Naug says:
==@CO: it’s been destroyed
==Host Teddy_Bear says:
==<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 2 >>>>>>>>>>

